
THE GREEN MOUNTAIN CLUB 

October 22, 2001 

Ben Rose 
Executive Director 
Green Mountain Club 
4711 Waterbury-Stowe Road 
Waterbury Center, VT 05677 

Dear Ben, 

Montpelier Section 

In the Montpelier Section's Executive Committee meeting on Thursday, October 18th, 
several questions came up regarding the section's role in the construction of the new 
Gorham Lodge. This letter reviews our involvement and requests some input from you. 
During the summer of 2001, hikers on the Long Trail experienced a rugged, 14-mile 
distance between Montclair Glen Lodge and Duck Brook Shelter. They suffered from the 
absence of a shelter on the north side of Camel's Hump (although an off-the-trail tenting 
area attempted to meet their needs). 

As you know, the Montpelier Section assumed responsibility for Gorham Lodge in recent 
years. Our current plans assume that we would continue to maintain the replacement 
shelter/lodge on the north side of Camel's Hump. 

The Montpelier Section members feel strongly that hikers need a structure sooner rather 
than later on or around the Bamforth Ridge. To this end, over the summer of 2001: 

· An expanded Trails and Shelters Committee recommended construction of a frame 
structure to replace Gorham Lodge. 

· Section members scouted the new Gleason Brook location with Dave Hardy on 
August 4th. 

· The section approved the new location during the September 27th Trails and Shelters 
Committee meeting. During this meeting, we learned of the Vermont Agency of Natural 
Resources plans for the construction. 

Since September 27th, the section remains in a "holding pattern" until some resolution 
can be achieved with the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources about the type of shelter 
construction. In that planning meeting, we discussed three possibilities: a "frame" 
structure, a log structure, or a post-and-beam structure. 

Both the frame and post-and-beam alternatives allow the section to involve volunteers in 
pre-construction at a Winooski Valley location before a volunteer-assisted, three-week 
assembly period on site. The log structure requires total assembly and construction on the 
site, effectively eliminating section involvement and responsibility. Additionally, the log 
structure would cost 40-60 percent more than a frame structure, require more assembly 
time on site, and could not be built until 2003. 



The members of the Montpelier Section would be deeply disappointed ifthe ANR selects 
a log structure that limits our construction and maintenance involvement. We believe a 
shelter construction project provides a rallying point for volunteers and an exciting 
opportunity. Until September 27th, we had looked forward to the challenge and had 
planned various ways to meet it. We considered the Gorham Lodge construction our 
central activity for 2002. 

We wish to continue our pre-planning and design involvement, as well as fundraising. 
Unfortunately, pending a decision about the structure, we have had to place all these 
activities on hold. Our original timetable called for construction of the new lodge during 
the summer of 2002. Plans for a log structure could move this timetable well into the 
2003 building season or beyond. In addition to the increased cost, a log structure 
effectively minimizes the section's involvement. 

We would appreciate some direction from you or the GMC Executive Committee about 
the nature and level of the Montpelier Section's involvement in the construction of the 
new Gorham Lodge. Perhaps together we can better understand our participation in this 
critical construction project. 

Sincerely, 

-.__p~,j~ 

Fred Jordan 
President, Montpelier Section 
Green Mountain Club 

cc: Dave Hardy, Marty Lawthers 


